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Naked singularities in cylindrical collapse of counterrotating dust shells
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Solutions describing the gravitational collapse of asymptotically flat cylindrical and prolate shells of~null!
dust are shown to admit globally naked singularities.
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We consider two models of cylindrical collapse, bo
based on the cylindrically symmetric line element

ds252exp@2a~v !#dudv1dz21r 2~u,v !df2. ~1!

u,v are null coordinates and we taker 5(v2u)/2>0. Then
u,v label outgoing and ingoing null hypersurfaces, resp
tively; we take bothu andv to increase into the future. Th
energy-momentum tensor is in the form of null dust with t
Ricci tensor given by

Rab52
a8~v !

4r
kakb , ka5¹av.

Then the strong, weak and dominant energy conditions
all equivalent to

a8<0, ~2!

which we assume henceforth. The matter content of
space-time may be described as infalling null dust. There
curvature singularity alongr 50. Since the solution is Petro
type N with a pure radiation energy-momentum tensor,
curvature invariants vanish. It has been shown in@1# that this
is a parallel propagated curvature singularity. Additiona
scalars such asRabw

awb diverge atr 50 for any unit time-
like vectorwa. At fixed z on the singularity, we have

ds252e2a(v)dv2,

so the singularity is time-like.
The causal nature of the singularity is further elucida

by studying the null geodesics in the 2-spacez5const, f
5const. The geodesic equations yield~for future-pointing
geodesics!

v̇5k2exp@a~v !#, ~3!

u5u01u1t, ~4!

where the overdot represents differentiation with respec
the affine parametert, u1>0 andk are constants. The nu
condition isu1k250; both constants cannot vanish simult
neously.

If k50, thenu1.0. We see thatu→2`,r→1` as t
→2`. As t increases,r decreases to 0 at parameter tim
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t5(v02u0)/u1.0. So these geodesics are past compl
and terminate in the future at the singularityr 50 in finite
parameter time.

If u150, thenk2.0. We calculate

v̈5a8~v !v̇2,

so t→v(t) is increasing and concave@according to the en-
ergy condition~2!#. Hencev cannot reach1` in finite pa-
rameter time. Eitherv→` ast→`, or v is bounded above
In the latter case, monotonicity implies thatv has a limitvF
as t increases. Then eitherv→vF as t→`, or v5vF at
somet5tF with v̇(tF)50. This impliesa(vF)52`, and
by monotonicity,a8(vF)52`. In this case, there is a sin
gularity alongv5vF . In the other cases, the geodesics a
future complete. Future null infinityJ 1 is at v5vF or v5
1`, depending on whether or notv is bounded above ast
→`. In the former case,r has a finite limit atJ 1, which
will be different along different geodesics.

v decreases ast decreases. Eitherr decreases to 0, or th
geodesic meets a singularity atv5vP whereatv̇→`. This
occurs if and only ifa(vP)51`. Again, monotonicity im-
plies thata8(vP)52`.

So there are four different possible global structures,
pending on whether or not there exist valuesvP ,vF for
which a(vP,F)51`,2`. The conformal diagrams ar
given in Figs. 1–4. Note that whenJ 6 exists and corre-
sponds tor→`, the space-time is asymptotically flat at th
surface in the following sense: all superenergy terms@2# such
as Rabw

awb,Cabcdw
awbwcwd (wa null or unit time-like!

vanish in the limit as the surface is approachedfor fixed
values of z. Along any time-like geodesic, parallel propa
gated components of the Riemann tensor will also vanish

FIG. 1. Conformal diagram for the case whena is bounded on
R. v lies in the range (2`,1`). Singularities are indicated with a
double line.
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this limit @1#. Since the space-times represent infinite cyl
ders, they cannot be asymptotically flat in directions alo
which z becomes infinite. This feature can be removed;
below.

We note that to obtain space-times filled withoutgoing
null dust, we defineU52v,V52u,b(U)5a(v) and re-
designate the future direction as the reverse of that u
above. The line element is

ds252exp@2b~U !#dUdV1dz21R2df2, ~5!

whereR5(V2U)/2. The Ricci tensor is given by

Rab5
b8~U !

4r
¹aU¹bU,

and the energy condition now reads

b8~U !>0. ~6!

The relevant conformal diagrams are obtained by invert
those of Figs. 1–4.

In order to make the connection with cosmic censorsh
i.e. to study collapse for an initially regular configuration, w
replace the interior of a past light cone of a point onr 50
with a portion of Minkowski space. The resulting spac
times are asymptotically flat and evolve from regular init
data. They may be considered the cylindrical version
Vaidya space-time. Writing the line element of Minkows
space-time in the cylindrical form

FIG. 2. Conformal diagram for the case whena is bounded
below onR, but there existsvPPR such thata→1` asv↓vP . v
lies in the range (vP ,1`).

FIG. 3. Conformal diagram for the case whena is bounded
above onR, but there existsvFPR such thata→2` asv↑vF . v
lies in the range (2`,vF).
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ds252dūdv̄1dz̄21
1

4
~ v̄2ū!2df̄2,

we obtain a smooth matching across an ingoing null hyp
surface by takingx̄a5xa, matching acrossv50 ~a transla-
tion may be required to guarantee that 0 lies in the domain
a and thatvP,0,vF if such exist! and using the boundary
condition a(0)50 @3#. We paste the portionv,0 of
Minkowski space-time to the portionv>0 of the space-time
with line element~1!.

Two possibilities arise and are shown in Figs. 5 and
respectively. Both contain locally naked singularities. Figu
5 corresponds to space-times modeling the gravitational
lapse of cylindrical null dust which are asymptotically flat
fixed z and which arise from regular initial data. The sing
larity in this case is globally naked.

A slightly different model has been studied in@4,5# and
@6#. Here, the exterior region is taken to be filled without-
going null dust, and is matched across a time-like shell
~ordinary! dust to a flat interior. One can interpret this as
collapsing cylindrical shell emitting both gravitational radi
tion ~the solution is Petrov typeN) and massless partilces.
was shown in@5# and@6# that this shell can be constructed
such a manner that the collapse proceeds tor 50 without any
trapped or marginally trapped surfaces appearing either
the shell or in the exterior geometry. This leads one to s
pect that the resulting singularity may be naked; the pres

FIG. 4. Conformal diagram for the case when there ex
vP ,vFPR such thata→1` asv↓vP anda→2` asv↑vF . v lies
in the range (vP ,vF).

FIG. 5. Conformal diagram in theu-v plane for the case whena
is bounded below onR. The dashed line isv50; the portion to the
past ofv50 is flat.
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results confirm this. The shell is constructed as follows. T
metric inside the shell is taken to be flat:

ds252dt21dr21dz21r 2df2.

The exterior geometry is given by Eq.~5!. Define T by U
5T2R, V5T1R, and take the shell to be atR5R0(T)
5r 0(t). Demanding continuity of the metric yields a relatio
for t in terms ofT. The surface energy-momentum tensor
the shell generally takes the form of an imperfect fluid; f
lowing @4#, we impose the condition that there are stres
only in the azimuthal direction. This choice of matter adm
the interpretation of a thin shell of dust particles in whi
counter-rotation of one-half of the particles results in ze
net angular momentum, and is referred to as a ‘‘shell
counter-rotating dust’’@4,6,7#. The field equations for the
shell yield the following differential equation forR0(T)
which includes the termsb(U0),b8(U0), where U05T
2R0(T):

R095~12R08
2!H D1/2

R0
1

R082D1/2

D1/221

b8

2
~12R08!J , ~7!

where

D5R08
21e2b~12R08

2!.

~An erroneous version of this equation was given in@4# and
was corrected in@6#.!

The solutions studied in@4,5# and @6# are similar to the
following simple example. For our present purposes, it s
fices to show that there exists a functionb(U) and a solution
R0(T) of Eq. ~7! with the following properties:R0(T) de-
creases monotonically from a finite positive value toR050
in finite proper time;uR08u,1; b8(U)>0; D.0 along the
solution; a suitable energy condition is satisfied by the sh
In order to do this, we make the choiceR0(T)5a2bT
wherea, b.0 andb,1. Then Eq.~7! may be written as the
following equation for y(t)ªb(T2R0(T)) where t5
2 lnua2bTu:

dy

dt
5

2

b

D2D1/2

b1D1/2
. ~8!

FIG. 6. Conformal diagram for the case whena→1` as
v↑vF.0. The dashed line isv50; the portion to the past ofv
50 is flat.
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The right-hand side here is aC1 function of y, and so this
equation admits a unique solution through any point (t0 ,y0).
If we choose data withy,0, we see thaty increases towards
y50 asymptotically ast→`. Such a solution cannot reac
y50 in a finite time sincey[0 is the unique solution
through any point (t,y)5(t0,0). In other words, there exis
solutions of Eq.~7! for which R0 decreases to zero in finit
time T5a/b, with b satisfying b0<b<0 on TP@0,a/b#.
The shell has densityr and azimuthal stresspf satisfying

r5pf5eb/2~12R08
2!21/2R0

21~D1/221!,

which is clearly positive for the solution constructed, and t
other conditions mentioned above are clearly satisfied.
note that Gleiser’s general analysis shows that there are
merous possibilities which lead to the outcome exemplifi
by this case@6#.

To see that the resulting singularity is globally naked,
note that sinceb(U0)<0 during the collapse,b cannot di-
verge to1` before the shell undergoes complete collap
and hence the conformal diagram for the matched space-
must be of the form shown in either Fig. 7 or Fig. 8. Wh
there is no future singularityUF , i.e. when Fig. 7 applies
the space-times give more examples of cylindrical colla
resulting in a globally naked singularity. The space-time
asymptotically flat atJ 1 (r→` at fixedU) for fixed z.

The problem of the lack of asymptotic flatness at largz
can be dealt with as follows. The space-time with line e
ment ~1! can be matched smoothly across any surfacz
5const with the spherically symmetric space-time with t
line element

ds252exp@2a~v !#dudv

1r 2~u,v !~du21sin2udf2!, ~9!

provided the matching is done across the equatoru5p/2 of
the spherically symmetric space-time. Doing this at two d
ferent values ofz and choosing normals in the appropria
directions corresponds to replacing the infinite cylinder w
a finite cylinder bounded by hemispherical caps@8#. The
Ricci tensor of Eq.~9! has nonvanishing components

FIG. 7. Conformal diagram in theU-V plane for the collapse of
a shell of counter-rotating dust particles. The dashed curve re
sents the shell; space-time is flat in the interior of the shell. T
exterior corresponds to the time reversal of Fig. 1 or 3.
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Rvv52
a8

4r
, Ruu5csc2uRff512ea.

The models of Figs. 5 and 6 used the boundary condi
a(0)50, and the energy conditions for the cylinder ga
a8(v)<0. Using these, it is straightforward to show that
energy conditions~weak, strong, dominant! are satisfied in
the hemispheres. A similar conclusion holds for the off-sh
regions of the models of Figs. 7 and 8 using the condit
b<0 found above. The collapsing shell of matter now ha
finite cylindrical body and hemispherical caps. We take
equation of motion to be given by the same equationr
5r 0@T(t)# in both the cylindrical and spherical regions~this
is in line with our ‘‘recycling’’ of the cylindrical metric func-

FIG. 8. Conformal diagram in theU-V plane for collapse of a
shell of counter-rotating dust particles. The dashed curve repre
the shell; space-time is flat in the interior of the shell. The exte
corresponds to the time reversal of Fig. 2 or 4 withUF52vP . The
possible past singularity is ignored.
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tions in the spherical regions!. It is straightforward to show
that the surface energy-momentum tensor of the shell in
cylindrical region is given by@4–6#

Sab5rda
tdb

t1pzda
zdb

z1r 0
2~pz1r!da

fdb
f .

Then it transpires that the surface energy-momentum te
in the spherical region is

Sab52rda
tdb

t1pzr 0
2da

udb
u1pzr 0

2sin2uda
fdb

f .

Imposing the ‘‘counterrotating dust’’ conditionpz50 shows
that the collapsing shell is composed of dust with no tang
tial stresses in the hemispheres. In particular, the energy
ditions in the hemispheres are inherited from the energy c
ditions in the cylindrical region. Asymptotic flatness in th
hemispherical regions is guaranteed by asymptotic flatnes
fixed z in the cylindrical region. The properties of the sing
larities which we have examined depends only on the ge
etry of the Lorentzian 2-spacez5const,f5const of Eq.~1!.
Since this 2-space is identical to the 2-spaceu5const, f
5const of Eq.~9!, the singularity structure in the cylindrica
region applies throughout the entire space-time.

Finally, we note the unsuitability of these models f
studying the hoop conjecture. Since the hemispheres ma
attached at any pair of values ofz, the resulting object may
have an arbitrary degree of prolateness, from zero~spherical!
to infinity ~infinite cylinder!. Thus the lack of occurrence o
an apparent horizon~i.e. trapped surfaces! relates only to the
particular choice of metric functions and not to the asphe
ity of the collapsing object.

I am grateful to S. Gonc¸alves and S. Jhingan for allowin
me to read their work@5# prior to publication.
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